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dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 01/05/2008 :  08:08:37    

quote:

Originally posted by Will-Scotland

Well really! Imaging putting a blasted great logo right across our Dusty's face! How rude! :)

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Sing, sweet nightingale, sing me a song of the night never ending.."

True that!

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 01/05/2008 :  08:22:37  

Fantastic Will, love the cleaned up versions...yes how very rude indeed to deface a Dusty image.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 01/05/2008 :  15:56:01  

Incredibly good job Will - Work of a genius, Thanks.

Wendy

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 01/05/2008 :  18:08:35    

Oh I do like the image of Dusty in the pink blouse!!

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Sing, sweet nightingale, sing me a song of the night never ending.."
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Frederika
Little by little

United Kingdom
338 Posts

Posted - 01/05/2008 :  18:26:51      

Me too Will, very nice, thanks Jonny!

I'd rather leave while I'm in love

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 01/05/2008 :  19:51:40    

Glad you all like the images. Defo much nicer sans the logos (or should that be logae?)

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Sing, sweet nightingale, sing me a song of the night never ending.."

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 01/05/2008 :  20:18:13  

Greta photos, thanks 

R B

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 01/05/2008 :  20:20:29        

still loving these pics..

Thanks for posting these newest ones Jonny!

gotta love Dusty in Pink!

JOSH

There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 02/05/2008 :  05:46:48    

quote:

Originally posted by Will-Scotland

Defo much nicer sans the logos (or should that be logae?)

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Sing, sweet nightingale, sing me a song of the night never ending.."

Who knows Will, who knows.

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 02/05/2008 :  20:04:39    

Isn't fuschia a bit richer and deeper in colour?
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Sing, sweet nightingale, sing me a song of the night never ending.."

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 02/05/2008 :  23:12:33        

yea I thought the same thing too...

well it looks pink to me LOL....Dusty looks fab in any color lol

JOSH

There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 03/05/2008 :  00:22:02    

Thank you for posting these. Love the 2nd one especially.

Maybe Will can do some cleanup?

Why does Dusty's hand look so big in the last one?
(Caption thread?)

I really don't like that aqua outfit and don't think it's flattering on Dusty.

The wig looks very wiggy in the top photo, don't you think? I you get that thing where one of her
eyes looks more open than the other, that I've noticed in a number of pics.

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 03/05/2008 :  01:23:25    

I absolutely ADORE that second photo down, the full length portrait - gorgeous or what!
As for the clean-up.. happy to oblige, will get them to you tomorrow, Nancy :)

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Sing, sweet nightingale, sing me a song of the night never ending.."

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 03/05/2008 :  03:59:42    

YES NANCY IN THE EYES
DUSTY HAD VERY LONG FINGERS

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 03/05/2008 :  07:37:50  

Once again thank you Jonny, lovely pics. The second one down I don't think I have seen the camera
capture that exact same moment before,so it makes it an unusual shot.

Casx
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8313 Posts 'Something in your eyes'

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 03/05/2008 :  10:00:55        

you've done it again Jonny! lol...one wonderful surprise after another

Love the second one!  classic love it!

and yea as for the aqua colored dress!....sure is an eye opener lol...for some reason doesn't look like
it fits her well..looks like its just hanging off of her...just may be me lol

JOSH

There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 03/05/2008 :  23:25:34  

Thanks for those lovely photos Jonny.

Chris

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 04/05/2008 :  00:19:49  

thanks Jonny..I love the second one , too 

paula x

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 04/05/2008 :  16:37:15    

Master Will has sent me a new batch of cleanups...if anyone is interested in seeing these, "sing out,
Mary!"

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

Berthavenation
I’ll try anything

Posted - 04/05/2008 :  18:24:28  

Come on then, let's be having you

Frans

"Well I may have been a three-year-old Two-Ton Tessie but...."
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Netherlands
1593 Posts

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 04/05/2008 :  18:36:54  

I am please, they are so much nicer when Will has cleaned them up. 

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 04/05/2008 :  21:51:51    

Hmmmm, only two people interested? Is it worth the trouble of uploading them to photobucket
then?

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 04/05/2008 :  21:59:09    

*voices interest* :P

Michael
---
I've been dreaming up a storm lately.

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 04/05/2008 :  22:15:57        

me would like to see very much so too!! lol 

JOSH

There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me

Edited by - DustysBoy on 04/05/2008 22:18:44

Frederika
Little by little

United Kingdom
338 Posts

Posted - 04/05/2008 :  22:19:13      

Count me in!

I'd rather leave while I'm in love

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 04/05/2008 :  23:02:54  

Goes without saying

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 04/05/2008 :  23:42:42    

YES NANCY

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  01:02:37  

NANCY..Go to directly to photobucket and upload those graffiti-free photos now! ...there I told

her

paula x

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  01:17:54  

Listen to our Mod and upload those photos!

misty

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  01:55:03    

Okay, this should be on the Senior Moments thread, but in the interest of full disclosure....

I can't find them!   Which means possibly they didn't exist.  But I SWARE Will sent me

another set of cleaned up photos. 

Your patience is appreciated, while this mystery is solved.

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  01:59:45    

I figured it out.  I will get them up by tomorrow!

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  11:19:39  

I'd like to see them too please.

Wendy
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United Kingdom
4703 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  13:41:25    

Oh my God Nancy, you can't make us beg and then not post the freakin photos!

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  20:11:39    

Here they are! However, I am going to remove them if someone doesn't comment on 1. what they
think of the blue outfit in photo 2; 2. why does Dusty's hand look so big in the photo with La Burt?

Thanks again to Will for scrubbing Dusty up.
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~"Don't forget about me now baby"

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  20:33:55    

As I am sure the lovely Tim would also tell you, Dusty's hand looks larger because of a thing called
"fore-shortening" - in an image, those parts closest to (in this case) the camera lens appear larger, a
little out of proportion. Of course they aren't really, it's simply an illusion of sorts. In the right
circumstances a good artist can use the illusion to good effect.

As for the blue image, note that the monstrosity that was obscuring Dusty has now been removed.
But I have to say I like the colour on her. Sure, it's a little dated looking now, but all the same, I like
it.

I also have to note that the final image is, I think, quite, quite stunning. In fact I would perhaps go
so far as to say it has instantly become my favourite photo of her - for me, it simply captures the
very essence of what and who I imagine Dusty to be. Absolutely gorgeous. That one was a real
pleasure to work on.

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to to with myself.."

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  20:51:55    

Agree with you on the last image, Will. She always looks so divine in that dress IMO.

What monstrosity did you remove from the second photo, as the outfit is still there! The color is fine,
but....

~"Don't forget about me now baby"
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USA
14235 Posts

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  21:01:37    

The odd thing is, you can just imagine how that blue outfit actually feels...

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to to with myself.."

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  21:04:29  

I Like the first one, she looks very young on there. I'm not keen on the second one, I don't like the
dress, it looks more like a dressing gown, and I never like any of the photos Dusty had done when she
was in her 30's. I loved her look in her 20's and I think she turned into a raving beauty in her 40's. I
absolutely love the one with Burt, of both of them actually, and I love the last one too.

Have I got to comment on the hand Nancy to stop you taking them off. Oh ok. I don't think it looks
out of the way big. Dusty always had long fingers, pianist fingers I think, and then she had long nails
on to exagerate her fingers, so the hand looks quite normal I think. Just my opinion.

Wendy

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  21:16:54    

But does she have false nails on in that photo, Wendy...I'm not so sure?

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  22:05:16    

NANCY CAN'T SEE DUSTY'S NAILS ........I LOVE ALL OF THEM...
MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  22:31:26  

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

But does she have false nails on in that photo, Wendy...I'm not so sure?

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

No I don't think she has, but neither do I think her hand is in a foreshortened position. It's flat to
Burt's jacket. Foreshortened would be if she had her hand out pointing directly to us - with us looking
straight down her arm. It may be that the camera has distorted her hand somewhat by making it the
focal point. But I've always been fascinated by her hands, I always thought she had pianist fingers, if
you look at the picture I did for Cor, the one where she's holding her two hands up almost in front of
her face, well I think her hands look quite big on that one too, here again it may be because they are
nearest the camera. Cameras do strange things don't they. In actual fact Burt's hand is the one that
is more foreshortened I think.

Wendy
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Edited by - Hampson on 05/05/2008 22:32:56

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 05/05/2008 :  22:41:14  

If you take her hand from the tips of her fingers up to the beginning of the bracelet, it takes up
approx half the width of the jacket. Now I've just measured my own up against a similar size jacket
and it takes up just about the same space. I think it is just a slight optical illusion created by the
camera.

The other thing that occurred to me is that you have a white hand on a black background, this in
itself can cause an optical illusion, artists sometimes darken an edge to make a highlight stand out
more. Just a thought.

Wendy

Edited by - Hampson on 05/05/2008 23:48:10

Baby Blue
Where am I going?

USA
3185 Posts

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  04:24:33  

Thanks for the explanation about the hands Will, I wondered about that too. If you look at Burt's
hands, they almost look like ape hands! (Well to me anyway!) 

Marty

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  06:48:18  

On the one with Burt, which was a Bulletin cover a few years back, the size of her hand always
puzzled me a little. She had beautiful hands and I think in this case, she is very thin, probably making
her fingers look even longer.

The last one from The Talk of The Town was in the Good Times booklet, so if you have the CD, you
have seen it before! I'm with the 'no's' on the blue dress, it was too heavy and sort of drowned her,
as did the wig!

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  07:44:29  

I quite like the top half of the blue dress  overall, not one of her nicest.

Thanks for explaining about the hand Will.
Nancy thank you for re posting..don't they all look so much better...and to Will for the know
how.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  08:11:42      

Yeah I think she just has really long fingers, and white hands against a black jacket, AND look at how
thin her wrist is in that photo...just a bit of an optical illusion?

I agree with you Will, the last photo is aboslutely stunning and has captured the exact hand
movement!

LOVE MADS.

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  14:56:25    
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USA
14235 Posts

I thought Dusty looked too thin in that BB pic too. I saw the wrist as part proof of that--wonder if
that is an optical illusion too. 

I agree about the wig, Carole, never liked it. Same one she is wearing when she sings LOL in the
white pantsuit? Fake tan?

And Burt's paw looks a bit strange too---so dark. I think they were both tanned to a fare the well--or
perhaps it's just the lighting.

My, haven't we started an interesting discussion. You've all done your part, however, and the threat
of removing the photos is removed!

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  15:53:40    

That last photo is amazing. I really, really like it. Can't say the same for the blue dress but we all
make mistakes!

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  17:28:42  

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

I thought Dusty looked too thin in that BB pic too. I saw the wrist as part proof of that--wonder if that is an
optical illusion too. 

I agree about the wig, Carole, never liked it. Same one she is wearing when she sings LOL in the white
pantsuit? Fake tan?

And Burt's paw looks a bit strange too---so dark. I think they were both tanned to a fare the well--or
perhaps it's just the lighting.

My, haven't we started an interesting discussion. You've all done your part, however, and the threat of
removing the photos is removed!

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

Phew - you certainly know how to turn the screws Nancy. 

Wendy

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  17:50:46    

I have to concede to Wendy who is, of course absolutely right. Foreshortening would be that effect
where if, for example, her hand was at an angle toward the viewer, her arm appeared shorter. In this
case, it is simply an effect of the lens used and nothing more than that. But at least if foreshortening
ever gets a mention in Trivial Pursuit... ;)

Glad I'm not the only one here who thinks that last, full length shot of Dusty is absolutely stunning.

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to to with myself.."

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  18:00:04  

I think that last one is beautiful Will too. I always like to see Dusty with a black background in
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United Kingdom
4703 Posts

photos, as it propels her out towards you somehow, and makes her look like the most important
person in the universe, which of course she is.

Wendy

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  18:08:17    

It does indeed, Wendy - and of course, there is always something simply classic about a black and
white photograph.

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to to with myself.."

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  23:34:15  

Thanks for those photos Nancy. Love the first picture of Dusty so beautiful.I think she looks nice in
that blue dress (Not that I know anything about Fashion).!!

Chris

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 06/05/2008 :  23:42:22    

This one is cute, isn't it?
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USA
14235 Posts

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 07/05/2008 :  00:02:50  

Really cute pic. How could she think she wasn't attractive .

misty

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 07/05/2008 :  01:37:37    

There are a few more shots from the TV here:

http://www.dustyspringfield.info/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=3208

~"Don't forget about me now baby"
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USA
14235 Posts

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 07/05/2008 :  02:12:45  

yes that is a cute shot.  Well, I think all has been said that can be said about Dusty's hand.

paula x

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 07/05/2008 :  13:15:25    

quote:

Originally posted by paula

yes that is a cute shot.  Well, I think all has been said that can be said about Dusty's hand.

paula x

As long as someone else's hand isn't on Dusty's leg....

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 07/05/2008 :  13:25:37      

Oh jesus please dont bring that up again!!! 

LOVE MADS.

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 07/05/2008 :  15:51:57    

oh good lord Nancy. Please no, me and Mads are gonna end up in rehab otherwise.

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 07/05/2008 :  18:23:36    

Hmmmmmmmmmmmm, seeing as how you could both use a trip there....

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 07/05/2008 :  22:11:23    

DUSTY DIDNT HAVE THAT MUCH MAKEUP IN 67....ON THAT HOLLYWOOD ST
MARY
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USA
5821 Posts

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 08/05/2008 :  09:38:44      

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

Hmmmmmmmmmmmm, seeing as how you could both use a trip there....

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

LOVE MADS.

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 08/05/2008 :  10:09:14    

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

Hmmmmmmmmmmmm, seeing as how you could both use a trip there....

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

No, no you are gonna regret that Cow Lady, i swear!!

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 08/05/2008 :  13:50:27  

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

This one is cute, isn't it?
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8313 Posts

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

Yes its lovely thank you Nancy.

Casxx

'Something in your eyes'

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 08/05/2008 :  21:59:26    

A classic image, slightly reworked ..

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

"..I just don't know what to to with myself.."

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 08/05/2008 :  22:33:17    

Great work Will, I love the smoky, distant atmosphere. Would make a great desktop - or t-shirt.

Michael
---
I've been dreaming up a storm lately.

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 08/05/2008 :  23:10:33    

It would indeed make a nice desktop image, Michael. But the image I started with was pretty small
and even at the size above, it was beginning to lose resolution and detail, unfortunately. Fab image
tho, isn't it?

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to to with myself.."

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 08/05/2008 :  23:22:14  

quote:

Originally posted by Will-Scotland

A classic image, slightly reworked ..

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to to with myself.."

lovely, Will. I can just hear Dusty as she posed for that photo..."yo, yo yo..whassup.

paula x

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 08/05/2008 :  23:43:21    

LOLOL :)

I had to crop the image to the right of La Dusty, to hide her baseball cap ;)

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to to with myself.."

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 09/05/2008 :  00:30:55  

quote:

Originally posted by Will-Scotland

A classic image, slightly reworked ..
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United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to to with myself.."

Love this one Will, beautiful.

Wendy

hedydust
Little by little

USA
736 Posts

Posted - 09/05/2008 :  00:45:16      

thanks for the pics,put them in my favorites
truely a fan
Fances

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 09/05/2008 :  06:40:30    

Nice one Paula!!

Thanks for that lovely image of Dusty, its gorgeous Will.

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 09/05/2008 :  12:00:17  

Thats lovely Will, I kinda like that hazy look.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 09/05/2008 :  17:04:10    

It does sort of add something, doesn't it?

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to to with myself.."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 09/05/2008 :  18:09:42  

quote:

Originally posted by Will-Scotland

It does sort of add something, doesn't it?

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to to with myself.."

Yes it certainly does. I love it.

Casx
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'Something in your eyes'

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 11/05/2008 :  11:36:12        

Beautiful work you have done with that pic Will!

Love it!

JOSH

There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 11/05/2008 :  12:10:55    

Thank you, Josh..

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to do with myself.."

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 11/05/2008 :  20:51:27    

Ah, the pink dress photo. :)

Michael
---
I've been dreaming up a storm lately.

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 11/05/2008 :  20:57:30    

I've never seen that pink dress photo before - it's really lovely.

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to do with myself.."

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 11/05/2008 :  21:38:07        

Thanks Jonny! 

love Dusty's smile in the first one.

awwww...gotta love that pink dress!

JOSH
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There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 11/05/2008 :  23:48:24    

Correct me if I'm wrong, but doesn't she wear the same pink dress in an inlay photo of 'Classic and
Collectibles'? The one of her in the middle of a field?

I'd check myself but my copy is in England. :-/

Michael
---
I've been dreaming up a storm lately.

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 12/05/2008 :  00:24:39  

Thanks for those pictures Jonny.Love that one of Dusty in the pink dress.

Chris

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 12/05/2008 :  07:45:10  

quote:

Originally posted by insomniacafe

Correct me if I'm wrong, but doesn't she wear the same pink dress in an inlay photo of 'Classic and
Collectibles'? The one of her in the middle of a field?

I'd check myself but my copy is in England. :-/

Michael
---
I've been dreaming up a storm lately.

I checked my copy Michael, and its not the same dress. 

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 12/05/2008 :  07:47:40  

Thank you for all the great photos again Jonny, I especially like the one with Tom Jones. 

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 12/05/2008 :  09:49:51  

The dress in the field was more a casual skirt and blouse I'd say. The pink dress here is from The
Springfield's days and Dusty actually wore it for their last performance at the Palladium. She also
wears it on the Dutch TV show where she sings IOWTBWY and Once Upon A Time.
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Really like the shot from Morcambe and Wise and the "eyes" caps are, as always, stunning

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 12/05/2008 :  14:41:03    

quote:

Originally posted by Cas19

quote:

Originally posted by insomniacafe

Correct me if I'm wrong, but doesn't she wear the same pink dress in an inlay photo of
'Classic and Collectibles'? The one of her in the middle of a field?

I'd check myself but my copy is in England. :-/

Michael
---
I've been dreaming up a storm lately.

I checked my copy Michael, and its not the same dress. 

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Thanks Cas - I had a feeling the second I'd posted it that I was probably wrong. Attention to detail
isn't exactly my strong suit. 

Michael
---
I've been dreaming up a storm lately.

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 12/05/2008 :  14:43:14    

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MczZzJ-jy5c

Is this at the Palladium or on Dutch TV?

I LOVE this clip. It is filmed so well....the lighting is fantastic. 

I'd also suggest you watch it with the sound OFF so you can focus on her moves and eyes. Amazing. 

Lovely photos, all, Jonny, thank you!

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 12/05/2008 :  15:29:26  

It's the Dutch TV show Nancy. The first time I saw that clip when it came out of DVD, I was blown
sideways. I thought she looked so luminous, her eyes are lit up and she looks so exhuberant. I
sometimes do watch certain things with the sound down Nancy, it's a strange quirk but I guess you
have it too!

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 12/05/2008 15:31:40

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 12/05/2008 :  15:45:27    

Another way of watching Dusty is with everything speeded up. The gesticulating is WILD!
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USA
14235 Posts

There are really not too many ways of listening to and/or watching Dusty. There's always something
new to discover or a deeper appreciation of what you've loved before. In this way, she is like a
classic film or work of literature. 

But back to this clip....I'm assuming it is quite early in her solo career. I just love the energy--the
light in her eyes, the cute little dance moves--it is wonderful snapshot of a total star in the making
and a forecast of fantastic things to come.

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 12/05/2008 :  18:30:59  

quote:

Originally posted by insomniacafe

quote:

Originally posted by Cas19

quote:

Originally posted by insomniacafe

Correct me if I'm wrong, but doesn't she wear the same pink dress in an inlay
photo of 'Classic and Collectibles'? The one of her in the middle of a field?

I'd check myself but my copy is in England. :-/

Michael
---
I've been dreaming up a storm lately.

I checked my copy Michael, and its not the same dress. 

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Thanks Cas - I had a feeling the second I'd posted it that I was probably wrong. Attention to detail isn't
exactly my strong suit. 

Michael
---
I've been dreaming up a storm lately.

Don't worry Michael I'm the very same, thats why I had to check.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 12/05/2008 :  21:23:51        

Thanks Jonny!

goodness those eye pic's are hypnotizing...very beautiful!

very colorful dress in the Tom Jones one....love it

JOSH
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There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2008 :  03:14:54  

jonny, nice shots..once again 

paula x

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2008 :  15:03:18    

I can't stop looking at the eyes.

Is it just me....I think Dusty was SO much better looking that her brother. I know some people
(Tab Hunter ) find Dion quite the looker--he just does nothing for me.

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2008 :  15:10:40    

Well he shouldn't really do anything for you, should he Nancy?

I don't really find any men from back in the day attractive, they all looked the same and wore the
same thing!

Loving these photos of Dusty, i like the pink dress one like everyone else too

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2008 :  15:49:53    

Believe it or not, I do find some men attractive, Clare, although that doesn't necessarily mean I want
to do that Aussie root thing with them.  You know, similar to how you probably feel about

Dusty...she's quite attractive! 

I'd name some, but it's too far off topic. 

So, anyone else want to comment on Dusty v Tom in the looks dept?

~"Don't forget about me now baby"

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2008 :  20:31:04        

well..sorry to say...but I don't really care for Dusty's eyebrows in the pic with her brother.....she's
kinda got the Joan Crawford eyebrow thing going in that pic lol.....or is it just me? lol

JOSH

There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
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And darling, it belongs to me

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2008 :  20:56:57    

"Aussie root thing..."

Nah. Better I don't know. Preserve my innocence :)

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to do with myself.."

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2008 :  20:58:14    

>>Is it just me....I think Dusty was SO much better looking that her brother<<

No Nancy, it ain't just you. Even as a happily gay man, I'm with you on that one. And did Tab Hunter
have the hots for Dion? I didn't know that!

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to do with myself.."

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2008 :  13:13:57    

quote:

Originally posted by Will-Scotland

"Aussie root thing..."

Nah. Better I don't know. Preserve my innocence :)

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..I just don't know what to do with myself.."

Maybe when you grow up into a young man Will, i'll tell you

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."
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